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About This Game

“METAL SLUG 2”, the 2nd entry in SNK’s emblematic 2D run & gun action shooting game returns to the battlefield on the
Steam gaming platform!

 MAIN FEATURES

・ARCADE MODE (MAIN MISSION):
Play the original arcade version of “METAL SLUG 2” from Missions 1 to 6, and fight your way through the hail of bullets to

thwart General Morden's evil ambitions, and uncover the secret of his new coup!!

・MISSION MODE (STAGE SELECT):
Play, and replay your favorite missions as much as you want! Hone your skills alone or along with a brother-in-arms on the

levels you have unlocked so far!

・SETTINGS:
Set your controls, language, video display, and sound volume settings for the ultimate “METAL SLUG 2” experience on PC!

・LEADERBOARDS:
Check your current rank & score in “METAL SLUG” at any time, and challenge other players to be the best “METAL SLUG 2”

soldier in the world!

** WILL NOT RUN ON Windows XP **
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Title: METAL SLUG 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
SNK CORPORATION, DotEmu
Publisher:
SNK CORPORATION
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Pentium 4 2.4Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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When it runs, the software gives excellent results but it often won't run. I've been using RealityCapture for a year or so now and
enjoy its speed and the quality of the reconstructions. However, I have had issues with the Steam version, it often crashes or
loses connection to Steam, causing me to lose my work. It appears the Steam version of RealityCapture has been having this
issue for quite a few months now https://steamcommunity.com/app/489180/discussions/0/1696048426815193753/.

I still recommend RealityCapture, as I said the final models are my favorite of any similar software. But I recommend you
purchase it from their website, not the steam version.. Couldn't even get into the multi-player don't get it, stay away.. Really cool
jumpscares and a lovely scary enviroment, i "enjoyed" playing this scary horror game, thanks for making it!
I had a hard time figuring out where to go and how to continue on, maybe you could make the puzzles a little more easy. :)

I've made a gameplay review of the game, it would make me really happy if you checked it out!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qbzAB9yKG9I

Have a awesome day!. Paid ten cents for this thanks to a coupon, so I can't complain that I didn't get my moneys' worth, but only
barely. Played for five minutes, then uninstalled.

Individual graphics range from "decent for flash" (weapon particles) to "bad clipart" (asteroids, some enemy bases). The bigger
issue is there are no clear visual cues as to what most things are. A lot of the time, I wasn't sure if I was evading enemy attacks,
enemy ships, power-ups, or some kind of energy reward.

There are only a handful of sound effects, which you hear constantly and drown out anything else. Which is no great loss, since
the soundtrack seems to consist of a single very basic drum and guitar loop. I'm not sure whether the "music" or the constant
"bloop-bloop-bloop-BOOM-bloop-bloop-bloop-BOOM" of gameplay is worse.

There's no instructions, so the controls are a matter of guesswork. But once you figure those out, the game is extremely simple
and easy. I'm fairly certain I flew through the massed fire of at least two dozen enemy ships, and it only cost me about 10% of
my shields. There's one achievement, but I'm pretty sure I earned it just for installing the game.

Should you get it? For 99 cents, god no. For 10 cents like I did? Sure, I guess, if you have a bit extra in your wallet that you
don't want to spend finishing up a badge or buying garbage-tier TF2 items or something. Either way, you can generally get a
better experience, for free, via flash browser games.. waaaaaaaaaaaaaayyyyy to simple/short
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It's one of those short little games that you just can't dislike. Not at this price, anyway. Totally recommend it.. I've tried most of
the top-down racers since the Amiga days. I think my 1st was Micro Machines. That's a long long time. I have a buch of them
on my iPad and a few on my PC. Mantis Burn Racing is one of the best of the serious top-down racers (I never liked the ones
that take place on desks or tabletops with kitchen utensils or desk stuff determining the course. They can be fun but seem
childish to me and I take my racing seriously).. Stairs is a bit of a mixed bag. One the one hand, the game's stunning looks and
sound design create a very thick atmosphere that will make your hair stand up on more than one occasion. On the other hand,
the game's puzzles tend to be rather simplistic, and the while the developers do their best to mess with your mind in the first part
of the game via illusions and similar means, these sadly are not used again safe for a very short passage near the (very abrupt)
end of the game. That you'll be through the game in only about four hours doesn't help either.

Long story short: If you want something creepy to play through in one evening, Stairs does a decent job of scratching that itch.
If, however, you want a bit more bang for your buck, there are other horror titles that keep you occupied for much longer.. I
recommend The Witches' Tea Party only for fans of RPGMaker games. The idea for the story is dubious — you must calm
down hysterical ♥♥♥♥♥es witches or you will die. And there are some issues with gameplay and few bugs.. Fun for what it is.
Would want to get past Neptune, it ends quickly.. Cheap way to kill a few hours really fun at first
. Great game,loved the ending. Simply awesome
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